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Competition Commission Concludes Inaugural International Conference 

The Hong Kong Competition Exchange 2018 

 

The Competition Commission (Commission)’s inaugural conference, The Hong Kong 

Competition Exchange 2018, ended on a high note today after two days of lively and 

inspiring discussions on competition law and policy by over 30 local and overseas judges, 

legal practitioners, law enforcers, academics and business leaders.  

 

Opening the second day of the conference was a panel on 10 years of China’s Anti-monopoly 

Law where representatives of the Mainland’s competition agency, top level expert advisory 

committee and judiciary discussed and shared their reflections on enforcement, latest 

development of the law as well as the challenges ahead, providing important references for 

the global practice of competition law. The last panel was tailored for young competition 

agencies on how to fulfill their missions more effectively and efficiently through 

international cooperation and local collaboration. 

 

In closing the conference, Mr. Brent Snyder, CEO of the Commission, said, “I would like to 

express my heartfelt gratitude to our distinguished speakers from Hong Kong and around the 

world for their support and contribution to this milestone event of the Commission. It has 

also been our great pleasure to welcome 250 local and overseas guests from 20 countries to 

explore the many new ideas and concepts generated during the event that will underscore the 

development of sustainable competition regimes for the city and across jurisdictions going 

forward.”  

 

“This conference is a testimony to the Commission’s ongoing commitment to fostering 

exchange of expertise and experience as well as collaboration across jurisdictions. We will 

continue to work on this through our brand new ‘Competition Exchange’ platform, towards 

achieving the goal of advancing market competition for the benefits of all.” 

 

Concluding the conference today was the award presentation ceremony of the Commission’s 

tertiary education campaign “Post to Compete” Social Media Advocacy Challenge. Team 

“Two Marketers” from the University of Hong Kong was named winner for their creativity in 

transforming the abstract and complex concept of market sharing into an amusing story with 

an analogy that would resonate with the youth. The reproduction of the winning drama was 

premiered at the ceremony and will soon be launched on various promotion platforms in the 

territory.  

 

The first and second runners-up are team “Go & Compete!” formed by students from the 

Open University of Hong Kong and Hong Kong Baptist University and team “OK” from 
the University of Hong Kong respectively.  
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The Commission concluded today’s conference with the award presentation ceremony of its 

tertiary education campaign “Post to Compete” Social Media Advocacy Challenge. The awards 

were presented to the winning teams by Ms. Anna WU Hung-yuk, Chairperson of the 

Competition Commission (fifth from left); Mr. Garrick LAU, Board Member of Junior 

Achievement Hong Kong (leftmost); and Mr. LAW Wing-chung, Founder of Jervois One 

(rightmost).  


